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I had the chance to spend the week of June 24-28 in Belgrade exploring the               
methods for retro-digitizing the Latin-Bulgarian Dictionary (ed. M. Voinov, A. Milev)           
currently in use in academic institutions. This was made possible by ELEXIS - the               
European lexicographic infrastructure. As an ELEXIS grantholder, I got the          
opportunity to work with colleagues from the Belgrade Center for Digital Humanities            
and the Institute for Serbian Language of the Serbian Academy of Arts and             
Sciences. The visit was supervised by Toma Tasovac, the director of the BCDH, an              
ELEXIS partner and the leading Serbian institution exploring the use of data            
modelling, digital editions and standards-compliant lexicographic resources.  

1. Travel to Belgrade 
I travelled to Belgrade together with my colleagues Dr Dimitar Iliev (Assistant            

Professor in Ancient Greek and Latin at Sofia University, National Coordinator for            
DARIAH-EU in the framework of the CLaDA-BG) and Borislav Petrov, currently a BA             
student in Classics. The three of us form the core team of a future project for the                 
retro-digitization of our Latin-Bulgarian dictionary, which we hope to be launched           
within the framework of the CLaDA-BG National Infrastructure in due course. 

2. Institute for Serbian language 
 
During the week, we worked in the magnificent building of the BCDH partner             

Institute for Serbian Language together with our Serbian colleagues and hosts -            
Toma Tasovac, Marija Gmitrovich, researcher in the Institute and BCDH affiliate, and            
Justina and Dimitrije, students of Classics at the University of Belgrade. Most of             
them already have serious experience in digitizing dictionaries. The BCDH and the            
Institute collaborated on various projects related to the Serbian lexicographic          
heritage, which lead to the creation of a dictionary platform http://raskovnik.org/ and            
a platform for the transcription of handwritten heritage http://www.prepis.org/. We got           
a chance to explore both platforms, learn about the technologies behind them and             
consider what it would take to adopt similar approaches to creating our own online              
edition of the Latin-Bulgarian dictionary.  
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3. The dictionary -  structure and inconsistencies. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Our initial job was to perform a close analysis of the Latin-Bulgarian            

Dictionary, while our Serbian colleagues worked on a Latin-Serbian Dictionary (ed.           
Jovan Djordjevich). Both dictionaries may have been based on a German source,            



possibly Wilhelm Freund's Wörterbuch der Lateinischen Sprache, which was, after          
all, also a major source for Lewis and Short as well, after Andrews translated it into                
English. The structure of the dictionaries is quite similar, but the editors from Bulgaria              
and from Serbia have made different decisions regarding, for instance, the use            
examples, abbreviations (e.g. in the Serbian dictionary the abbreviations are in Latin,            
while in ours they are mostly in Bulgarian) etc.  

 
The first edition of the current Latin-Bulgarian dictionary was published in           

1945. It was partially supplemented in the five subsequent re-editions. Although its            
structure is generally consistent, upon closer look, quite a lot of unexpected            
“peculiarities” showed up, which made me realise that the digitization is not the only              
job that is to be done - all the dictionary entries have to be revised and                
supplemented.  

4. Encoding 
 
The next task was to encode our very first lemma under the guidance of Toma               

Tasovac, who introduced us to the TEI standards and tools, as well as the emerging               
TEI Lex-0 schema, which is currently under development also in the context of             
ELEXIS. He “walked” us through the elements, attributes and values used in            
lexicographic encoding in detail. 

 
 
 
During the process of encoding, the need for supplements and changes in the 

dictionary entries became even more visible, so I decided to encode them all in XML 
and keep the original form as a comment. 



 

 
 
Thanks to Toma Tasovac’s detailed introduction, I got acquainted with the TEI 

guidelines for dictionaries and (as a sort of “homework”) was able to encode a few 
more entries and to explore the differences in encoding a verb, a noun, an adverb 
and an adjective. The overall approach we chose - with two teams working in parallel 
on their respective dictionaries while continuously updating each other and 
comparing each other’s work - turned out to be both fun and very productive. 

5. Introducing hacks and tricks in Oxygen 
One of the most useful things that we learned during our stay in Belgrade              

were the “hidden possibilities” of Oxygen. I had some experience using Oxygen in             
encoding epigraphic monuments, but the tips regarding shortcuts, code templates          
and styling options, for instance, which Toma introduced us to, were completely new             
to me, and they will greatly optimise not only the future encoding of the              
Latin-Bulgarian Dictionary, but my work in digitization in general. 

6. XPath & XSLT  
The real challenge was to learn using XPath to navigate through xml-encoded            

dictionaries. This, thankfully, was made easier by numerous real-life examples we           
looked at and the exercises that Toma prepared for us, which finally made me feel               
confident enough to write expressions on my own - and they worked! We were also               
introduced to the application of some basic XSLT transformation scenarios, that           
would make our work on the digital Latin-Burlgarian dictionary a lot easier. 

 



  
 

7. Cultural program  
Though our program was intense and I was completely focused on all the new              

information, I still managed to appreciate the beauty of Belgrade and visit some of              
the sights and museums. Belgrade is an unique city and I enjoyed every moment of               
my stay. We had lots of fun with Toma, Marija, Justina and Nikola (especially              
laughing at the sound of each-other’s language). 

The overall experience with the Belgrade Center for Digital Humanities made           
me determined to continue and extend my work on the digitization of the             
Latin-Bulgarian dictionary. I gained an enormous amount of knowledge, that would           
make the start of the dictionary project much easier. I sincerely hope that we’ll              
continue working closely with our Serbian colleagues and that their experience will            
help us in our initial steps towards the edition of the much needed digital              
Latin-Bulgarian dictionary.  
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